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Abstract—(150 word max) We present a first-of-kind mesh-
refined (MR) massively parallel Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code for
kinetic plasma simulations optimized on the Frontier, Fugaku,
Summit, and Perlmutter supercomputers. Major innovations,
implemented in the WarpX PIC code, include: (i) a three
level parallelization strategy that demonstrated performance
portability and scaling on millions of A64FX cores and tens
of thousands of AMD and Nvidia GPUs (ii) a groundbreaking
mesh refinement capability that provides between 1.5× to 4×
savings in computing requirements on the science case reported
in this paper, (iii) an efficient load balancing strategy between
multiple MR levels. The MR PIC code enabled 3D simulations
of laser-matter interactions on Frontier, Fugaku, and Summit,
which have so far been out of the reach of standard codes. These
simulations helped remove a major limitation of compact laser-
based electron accelerators, which are promising candidates for
next generation high-energy physics experiments and ultra-high
dose rate FLASH radiotherapy.

Index Terms—high-field science, laser-matter interaction,
Plasma accelerators, Particle-In-Cell method, Adaptive mesh
refinement, High performance computing, Exascale computing

I. JUSTIFICATION FOR ACM GORDON BELL PRIZE

First-of-a-kind Particle-In-Cell modeling of novel integrated
laser-plasma injection and acceleration scheme on millions of
A64FX cores and 10-thousands of AMD/Nvidia GPUs. Time-
to-solution was reduced by up to a factor of four thanks to
groundbreaking mesh refinement capability, opening a new
era in large-scale modeling of laser-plasma interactions at
Exascale.

II. PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES
Performance attributes Our submission
Category of achievement Scalability, time-to-solution
Type of Method used Explicit
Results reported Whole application including I/O
Precision reported Single, double precision
System scale Full-scale system
Measurement mechanism Timers, FLOP count

III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

A. The Physical Problem

During the past decade, in-vivo experiments have
demonstrated a strong sensitivity difference between healthy
and unhealthy tissues to ionizing radiations when delivered
within short and bright pulses [1]. This so-called ultra-high
dose rate radiotherapy (RT), also known as FLASH-RT,
has the potential to revolutionize medical treatments. In
ultra-high dose RT, a therapeutic dose is delivered in very
few seconds at a much higher dose-rate (> 30 Gy/s) than
in conventional treatment protocols (0.01 Gy/s). To date,
mechanisms behind the benefits of ultra-high dose rate
RT have not been elucidated. This understanding requires a
deeper insight into the basis of radiation toxicity on biological
samples at disparate timescales ranging from femtoseconds
(1 fs = 10−15 s, molecule excitation timescale) to the hour
(cellular response) and beyond. Conventional accelerators
cannot provide irradiation on the fs timescale. Only laser-based
particle sources [2], [3] can open this route [4] as they leverage
on the high power and ultrashort duration of fs laser pulses
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based on the Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) technique
[5]. By providing electron or ion bunches over very short
durations (< 10 fs), currently out of the reach of conventional
means, laser-based accelerators could help elucidate the
mechanisms behind FLASH-RT and deliver therapeutic doses
at yet unexplored dose rates (> 107 Gy/s) [6].

At present, although laser-based accelerators offer great
promise for these studies, they still suffer from major limi-
tations for their use as efficient sources for RT. In the case of
laser-based electron accelerators, which are at the core of this
study, the main limitation comes from the difficulty to level up
the electron charge per bunch from tens of pC (picocoulomb)
up to a few-nC (nanocoulomb) while maintaining a high beam
quality. This has so far strongly hindered the dose one can
deposit in a few seconds at realistic laser repetition rates
(<kHz), as required in ultra-high dose rate RT.

B. Our Physical Approach

a b

Fig. 1: Sketches showing the focusing of a high-power femtosecond laser
(a) into a gas jet (b) onto a hybrid solid-gas target.

A laser-based electron accelerator, also called Laser Wake-
field electron Accelerator (LWFA) [3] can be obtained by
focusing a high-power fs laser on a gas target (see Fig. 1 (a)).
At laser focus, the gas is quasi-instantly ionized by the ultra-
intense laser field and forms a transparent plasma in which the
laser pulse can propagate. During its propagation, the laser
pulse violently expels electrons from its path and forms a
“bubble” devoided of electrons in its wake (see Fig. 1 (a) or
Fig. 2 (a) yellow scale), which can sustain huge (≈100 GV/m)
accelerating fields. LWFAs already demonstrated the produc-
tion of GeV electron beams on a cm scale [7], making them
promising candidates to build the next generation of compact
particle accelerators [8]. Achieving a high-beam quality with
these accelerators is a real challenge as it requires a highly
localized injection of electron bunches in time (fs scale)
and space (µm scale) to ensure that all electrons follow the
same acceleration in the LWFA. This has been successfully
demonstrated for low amounts of charge (≈100 pC/bunch at
100 MeV-level down to < 10 pC/bunch at GeV-level) using
techniques relying on electron injection directly from the
ionized gas medium [9]–[15]. Going to a higher charge/bunch
at high energy with these techniques has proven extremely
difficult so far as it inevitably requires longer injection times
resulting in a lower beam quality (energy spread).

To break this barrier, we propose a novel scheme relying
on a hybrid solid-gas target design (see Fig. 1 (b)), which
can level up the electron charge per bunch of laser-based
electron accelerators by almost two orders of magnitude
while preserving a high beam quality. In this scheme, the
ionization of the solid target by the intense laser creates a
plasma orders of magnitude denser than gas and reflective for

Fig. 2: Snapshots from a 3D simulation - performed with WarpX on
Summit - before, during and after the reflection of the laser onto an
initially solid target with gas at its front. Visualized are: in orange the
electron density from the gas, in blue & red the laser field, in brown the
plasma target and the electrons extracted by the laser.

the incident light: a so-called plasma mirror (PM) [16]–[20].
When illuminated by an intense laser, this new “hybrid
solid-gas” target allows both a highly-localized injection
and acceleration of high-charge electron bunches as follows
(see Fig. 2 (a)-(c)). First, the reflection of the laser pulse
on the PM leads to the production of high charge electron
bunches (injection stage). Then, the reflected laser drives a
LWFA in the gas part, which traps and further accelerates the
high-charge bunches (acceleration stage).

C. The Computational Challenge

Owing to the high light intensities on target as well as the
extremely short spatial (< µm) and temporal scales (< fs)
involved, the understanding of the basic physics of electron
injection and acceleration cannot be directly captured from
experiments and requires a full 3D first-principles kinetic in-
silico modeling with the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) method [21].
The main challenge in the modeling of the hybrid target
design comes from the huge interval of spatial (0.01µm to
a few mm) and temporal scales (0.01 fs to tens of ps) that
need to be resolved in simulations. This both mandates the
largest supercomputing machines available to date coupled
with a mesh refinement strategy to apply the highest resolution
where needed in the simulation. For the very first time, our
team managed to implement and optimize for Exascale a
massively parallel mesh-refined PIC algorithm in the WarpX
code, which enabled the modeling of the hybrid target scheme.
3D mesh-refined simulations performed with WarpX on Fron-
tier, Fugaku, and Summit supercomputers demonstrate that
our scheme can resolve major limitations of current laser-
based electron accelerators and provide, for the first time,
100 MeV-GeV nC electron bunches with unprecedented beam
quality (< 10% energy spread). This should enable the use of
LWFAs in high-impact medical and physical research studies
previously out of the reach of conventional accelerators.

IV. CURRENT STATE OF THE ART

Owing to the highly non-linear and kinetic effects in-
volved in the interaction of an intense laser with a very
dense plasma, a fully kinetic description is required, for
which the PIC method has become the method of choice
[22]. The governing system of equations are the coupled
Vlasov-Maxwell equations, in which charged particles of the
plasma interact self-consistently with electromagnetic fields.
The electric and magnetic fields are discretized on a mesh



Fig. 3: Explicit Particle-In-Cell cycle for an electromagnetic PIC code
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High-order particle shape* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Moving window* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Single-Source CPU & GPU* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Dyn. LB for CPU & GPU* ✓
Mesh refinement* ✓
Boosted frame ✓ ✓
PSATD Maxwell field solver ✓

Table I: Advanced capabilities available in leading parallel electromag-
netic Particle-In-Cell codes. All listed capabilities marked with * are
essential for the science case presented here. The last two capabilities are
key to extensions of this work, as discussed in the last section.

(Eulerian description) while plasma particles are treated using
a Lagrangian description. In the PIC method, particles are
modeled as samples of the distribution function in phase space.
They are advanced in 3D space with explicit time stepping.
These samples, also called macroparticles, are assigned a
central position, have a B-spline charge assignment function
(particle shape factor), a delta-distribution in momentum, and
possibly other physical quantities such as ionization state.
Fig. 3 illustrates a typical timestep of the PIC cycle, which
consists of several sub-steps. First, according to the particle
shape factor, the electromagnetic field is weighted to each
particle to calculate the change of momentum in the particle
push (“field gathering”). Then, particle positions and momenta
are updated over interleaved time points (leap-frog), and the
current density generated by charged particles motion is com-
puted on the simulation grid by interpolating the product of the
particles charge and velocity onto the grid cells. Usually, the
computationally most demanding part of the PIC cycle is the
evaluation of the current from particles to the computational
field grid (“current deposition”). Finally, the generated current
is fed self-consistently back into the field solver to update the
electromagnetic fields.

Many electromagnetic PIC codes have been developed,
mostly implementing the same core recipe that was established
decades ago [21]: (i) second-order leapfrog Finite-Difference
Time-Domain (FDTD) Maxwell field solver discretized on a
staggered Yee Grid [23], (ii) second-order leapfrog relativistic
Boris particle pusher [24], (iii) linear macroparticles shape
factor for interpolations between the particles and fields data.
The default method is based on second-order finite-difference
in space and time, which makes it very easy to parallelize using
domain decomposition across MPI ranks. Advanced PIC codes
also usually include some OpenMP threading for additional

parallelization within an MPI rank, vectorization of key loops,
and dynamic load balancing on CPU-based systems.

Giving quantitative comparative estimates of where the
various codes stand in performance for the science problem
at hand - or even for the simple problem of a uniform
neutral plasma - is very difficult, because of the wide pa-
rameter range in physical conditions (e.g., plasma densities,
initial temperature of electron and ions), numerical settings
(e.g., order of particle shape factor, type of field solver),
implementation details (e.g., existence and strategies used
for vectorization on CPUs and dynamic load balancing) and
specificities of the software (e.g., compiler vendor, version and
settings) and hardware. Instead, we highlight the features that
differentiate our code from other leading codes and provide
some quantitative estimates of their impact.

From the tens of codes that exist, we will focus on a
subselection of full 3D PIC codes that are used for large-
scale modeling of laser-plasma interactions: EPOCH [22],
OSIRIS [25], PICADOR [26], PICONGPU [27], SMILEI [28],
VPIC [29], and WARPX [30] (the code used in this study).
All these codes implement the standard recipe of the PIC
method described above. Other codes exist for the modeling
of laser-plasma interaction (e.g., VLPL, V-SIM) that do not
differ appreciably from some of the codes considered here and
have been omitted for brevity.

While the modeling of laser-plasma interaction is possible
with the standard PIC method, it is quickly becoming very
expensive when the target has a very high density. Table I
lists additional capabilities to standard PIC that are needed
for efficient modeling of (a) a laser with a high-density target,
(b) the subsequent acceleration of the electron beam that is
extracted from the target, and (c) is portable across platforms:

a) High-order particle shapes: implemented in all the
codes but VPIC. Use of quadratic or cubic splines to enable
the modeling of high-density plasmas while mitigating the
finite grid instability to an acceptable level, which otherwise
demands higher resolution and number of macroparticles to
achieve the same result at a much higher computational
cost [31].

b) Moving window: implemented in all the codes but
VPIC. Enables the grid to follow the laser (and extracted
electron bunch) over long distance after its interaction with
the solid target. For the science problem studied here, without
a moving window, the simulation region would need to
be nearly 7 times longer than the one used to cover the
150 microns of the laser-target interaction, in order to cover
1 mm of laser propagation distance.

c) Single-source on CPU & GPU: implemented in PI-
CONGPU, VPIC, PICADOR, and WARPX. To our knowl-
edge, at the time of writing, only these four codes offer a
single-source implementation that runs efficiently on CPU
and GPU-based machines. More details are given in the next
section.

d) Dynamic load balancing for CPUs and GPUs:
implemented in WARPX. While it is common to implement
dynamic load balancing in PIC codes on CPUs, to the best of



our knowledge, WarpX is the only one to have implemented
it on GPUs, leading to demonstrated 3.8× speedup on sim-
ulations of laser interactions with high-density plasmas over
simulations without load balancing [32].

e) Mesh refinement: implemented in WarpX only. This
feature, which is definitely among the most advanced and
unique features of WarpX is described in detail in the next
section.

The other two capabilities listed in Table I were not used
for the simulations reported in this paper but are important
to the discussion in the last section.

V. INNOVATIONS REALIZED

A. Performance Portability

WarpX is a C++17 code based on the AMReX library [33].
Relevant to this paper, functionality used and extended from
AMReX in WarpX are: a) parallel data containers for block-
structured meshes and particles, b) domain decomposition &
communication functions (including load balancing, halo ex-
change, and particle redistribution), c) and on-node accelerated
performance portability primitives, such as ParallelFor
and data reductions. The latter are aware of the AMReX data
blocks and index space to enable single-source development.
At compile-time, the corresponding accelerated backend can
be chosen for GPU and CPU compute kernels: Nvidia CUDA
11+, AMD ROCm HIP 5.0+, block-wise OpenMP 3.1+ thread-
ing, and Intel OneAPI DPC++ 2022+/SYCL are production-
ready choices in WarpX.

1) Optimization of the PIC algorithm on A64FX: The
two main hotspots of WarpX, namely the field gather and
current/charge deposition routines, consist in interpolating
data between particle positions (in continuous physical space
xyz) and the corresponding discrete grid mesh indices (ijk).
For order 3 interpolation, the gather and deposition routines
may require up to 64 sampling points per particle. In this
context, strategies to optimize the memory accesses and com-
putations had to be implemented in WarpX. For memory
access optimizations, grid tiling and particle sorting are used
to improve data locality. Regarding the optimization of the
computational cost, enabling vectorization was key for in-
creased performances, especially on the A64FX processor. We
notably performed a tuning experiment with A64FX-specific
optimizations to take advantage of its large vector registries.
To that end, we implemented a multiple particle SIMD compu-
tation approach. In the following, the interpolation coefficients
for particle p are noted Wijkp with (i, j, k) ∈ [1, 4]3 (the
leftmost index being the contiguous index). Trying to vectorize
the interpolation coefficient computation for a single particle
(vectorizing over ijk with p fixed) leads to inefficient code,
in particular due to very small loops. On the other hand,
vectorizing the computation of the coefficient ijk for multiple
particles (vectorizing over p with ijk fixed) requires some data
reorganization but allows extending loops to arbitrary sizes
which is ideal for vectorization. This data reorganization is
done via a transposition and comes at a cost. To lower this cost,
we have chosen to implement our method on small groups

of cells of size Ngrp. Ngrp should be chosen to be large
enough to favor vectorization whilst maintaining temporary
arrays in the CPU cache (typical values should be powers
of 2 such as 32, 64 or 128). For single precision floats,
transposition operations have been heavily optimized for the
ARM Neon instruction set. This instruction set can natively
handle load/stores of vectors of 4 floats and can perform
matrix transposes of 4 × 4 matrices directly in registers.
We implemented these operations with ARM Neon intrinsics,
which was our most efficient solution.

In the following table we present the speed-up obtained with
the optimized routines (vs baseline) on a representative single
A64FX node benchmark:

Routine Reference (s) Optimized (s) Speed up
Gather 270.6 102.7 2.63X
Deposition 246.2 53.51 4.60X

Despite the important amount of memory accesses in these
routines, our A64FX optimized routines still provide a signif-
icant speed up.

2) Optimization of the PIC algorithm on GPUs: Whenever
possible, WarpX operates in a mode where all the core simula-
tion data (mesh variables and particles) resides in GPU device
memory persistently, to avoid the overhead associated with fre-
quent host-device transfers. This includes the communication
buffers used to store particle data that needs to be transferred
to other MPI ranks. However, particularly in the presence of
dynamic load balancing and/or dynamic mesh refinement, the
memory needed by these buffers on a single GPU can spike.
To handle this case, we have implemented a fall-back strategy
where particle communication buffers are written in pinned
memory instead of device memory if there is not enough space
left on the device. This option, while slower, is needed to avoid
out-of-memory errors during large load balancing steps. Since
load balancing and/or the removal of the mesh refinement
patch is only performed occasionally, this trade-off has a
negligible effect on overall performance. Similar space/time
tradeoffs are made, for example, when sorting particles if the
fastest approach results in too much memory use.

B. Mesh-Refinement in Electromagnetic PIC

Fig. 4: Sketch of the implementation of mesh refinement in WarpX.

One of WarpX’s unique features for a fully electromag-
netic Particle-In-Cell code is its implementation of mesh
refinement. The mesh refinement technique that is used in



the electromagnetic mode of WarpX (see Fig. 4) is quite
different [34], [35], and more complex, than the ones used
traditionally in, e.g., shock hydrodynamics or combustion
[36], where the connection between the solutions at various
levels of refinement relies largely on interpolations at the
boundary, and sometimes interior, values. Such an approach is
not directly applicable to solving the Maxwell equations, due
to the generation of spurious reflections of electromagnetic
waves from interpolations, and more complex algorithms are
necessary [34], [35], [37]. In the algorithm implemented in
WarpX, additional grids are collocated with the refinement
patch and are terminated by absorbing layers (e.g., Perfectly
Matched Layers [38] a.k.a. PMLs) to prevent the reflection of
electromagnetic waves. The linearity of Maxwell’s equations
is used to reconstruct the field to push particles inside a refined
region based on the underlying set of grids construct (see [35]
for details). An additional coarse grid c is added to the fine
grid patch f so that the full solution is obtained on an auxiliary
grid a by substitution.

The detailed steps of WarpX’s PIC loop with mesh refine-
ment are as follows (given without subcycling of the refined
levels steps for clarity). The current density resulting from the
motion of charged macroparticles within the refined region is
accumulated on the fine patch, interpolated onto the coarse
patch and added onto the parent grid. The process is repeated
recursively from the finest level down to the coarsest. When
not using subcycling, the Maxwell equations are then solved
for one time interval on the entire set of grids. The field on
the coarse and fine patches only contains the contributions
from the particles that have evolved within the refined area
but not from the current sources outside the area. The total
contribution of the field from sources within and outside the
refined area is obtained by adding the field from the refined
grid F (r), and adding an interpolation I of the difference
between the relevant subset s of the field in the parent grid
F (s) and the field of the coarse grid F (c), on an auxiliary grid
a, i.e., Fn+1(a) = Fn+1(r) + I[Fn(s) − Fn+1(c)]. The field
on the parent grid subset F (s) contains contributions from
sources from both within and outside of the refined area. Thus,
in effect, there is substitution of the coarse field resulting from
sources within the patch area by its fine resolution counterpart.
The operation is carried out recursively starting at the coarsest
level up to the finest.

Such a complex construct is needed because of the singular
nature of the coupling of electromagnetic fields and macropar-
ticles that can create spurious wave reflections and unphysical
forces and require special techniques for mitigation [34], [35].
The field solution at a given level Ln is unaffected by the
solution at higher levels Ln+1 and up, allowing for mitigation
of some spurious effects [35] by providing a transition zone
via extensions of the patches by a few cells beyond the desired
refined area (red rectangle) in which the field is interpolated
onto particles from the coarser parent level only.

In order to increase efficiency, an option has been im-
plemented to subcycle the operations at the refined levels,
in which various grid levels are pushed with different time

steps, given as a fixed fraction of the individual grid Courant
condition (assuming same cell aspect ratio for all grids and
refinement by integer factors). In this case, the fields from the
coarse levels, which are advanced less often, are interpolated
in time. The description of the subcycling algorithm is omitted
for brevity and is described here [39].

Finally, the implementation of mesh refinement in WarpX is
compatible with the use of a moving window, where the grid
follows a physical phenomenon of interest, here the laser pulse
after interaction with the solid target, which is not possible
with any other PIC code that we are aware of.

C. Multi-Level, Dynamic Load Balancing for GPUs

In WarpX, each level of refinement consists of a union of
rectangular grid patches called boxes. Domain decomposition
is accomplished by assigning these boxes to MPI ranks ac-
cording to some load balancing strategy; currently supported
strategies are round robin, which simply loops over the boxes
in order, giving one to each rank until all the boxes have
been assigned, space-filling curve, which attempts to place
spatially close boxes on the same MPI rank by putting the
boxes in Z-sorted order, and knapsack, which attempts to
evenly distribute the load with no consideration of locality by
heuristically solving the knapsack problem for a given set of
costs. By default, WarpX uses the space-filling curve strategy
with no consideration on the number of particles in each
box. This approach works well to minimize communication
costs when exchanging guard cell information but results in
sub-optimal performance with largely load-imbalanced particle
distributions. Additionally, the load balancing changes as the
simulation evolves and when dynamic mesh refinement is
employed, such as when the refinement patch is removed.
Thus, WarpX also has the ability to dynamically redistribute
the boxes on-the-fly based on a number of heuristics and
on measured runtime cost information. Another optimization
was, to the extent possible, to co-locate the PML patches that
surround both the problem domain and the refined region with
the parent grid they are spatially closest to. Because the PMLs
must frequently exchange data with these grids, placing them
when possible on the same MPI rank led to significant (25%)
performance increases in WarpX simulations that use PMLs.

VI. HOW PERFORMANCE WAS MEASURED

The following section summarizes the benchmark steps
performed to characterize the performance of WarpX on
the world’s largest supercomputers. Performance is mea-
sured and where projections are applied, this is explic-
itly highlighted. This section introduces the tested preci-
sion/compilation modes, weak and strong scaling, flop mea-
surements, and figure-of-merit analyses.

WarpX can be compiled either in single-precision (SP) or
double-precision (DP). Currently, WarpX’s single precision
mode is a mixed-precision (MP) mode, in which some numer-
ically sensitive, particle-related operations are cast to double
precision. For the setups for which it is applicable, users prefer
the MP mode since it offers a faster time-to-solution and it was



consequently used in the science run as well. WarpX measure-
ments were performed in both modes to allow comparisons
with published High-Performance Conjugate Gradient (HPCG)
results, which are DP.

Exact WarpX and AMReX commits, compilation options,
additional compilation flags, and compiler versions on respec-
tive machines are part of the data artifact [40]. For ARM
A64FX CPUs, the Fujitsu compiler version 4.8.0 with Clang
frontend was used, since the traditional frontend produced
code that led to runtime errors. For Nvidia GPUs, nvcc v11.3
& v11.5 were used and for AMD GPUs, ROCm/HIP v5.1. -O3
optimization flags and fast-math were enabled for each run.

A. Weak- and Strong-Scaling

Weak- and strong-scaling results, as well as FOM numbers,
were obtained by measuring the time-to-solution on the pre-
sented number of ranks, up to the full machine. WarpX was
run for 100 (Fugaku) or 1 000 (all other machines) time steps
with average steps taking about 1-2 seconds (Fugaku) or 0.5-1
seconds (all the other machines). Results are full application
runtime after MPI initialization: simulation data initialization,
compute, and light self-diagnostics ; timings are obtained
once. Fugaku and Perlmutter benchmarks were performed in
reservations, avoiding any influence on performance from runs
of other users. Frontier and Summit runs were performed
in shared operation hours and showed no unusual variation
compared to periodically performed measurements of WarpX
on the same machines.

For weak-scaling, the numerical size of the simulation
domain was increased linearly with the available number of
compute resources. The number of time steps computed was
kept the same for the scaling, which keeps the data per node
and Flop per node in WarpX constant. In strong-scaling, a
multi-node scenario with maximally filled GPU memory was
picked as the basis. Then the number of compute resources
was increased until the level of granularity in AMReX was
reached, which is one block of cells per device. The fol-
lowing block sizes where used: Frontier=2563, Fugaku=643-
963, Summit=1283, Perlmutter=1283. Presented numbers in
Figure 5 are from WarpX DP runs for all graphs.

B. Sustained Flop/s

Floating Point operations (Flop) on OLCF Summit GPUs
were measured using Nsight Compute 2022.1.0 and include
the following SASS opcodes: FADD, FFMA, FMUL (SP) and
DADD, DFMA, DMUL (DP). FMA (fused multiply-add) oper-
ations are counted as two floating point operations, all other
operations as one.

Special care was taken to count operations per
thread, respecting instruction predicates via the
thread_inst_executed_true metric. This is more
detailed than the usual statistics collected on the warp-level
from --section InstructionStats, which relies on
the metric inst_executed per warp and is independent of
the number of participating threads within each warp. Thus,

only GPU Flop counts of active GPU threads are used to
report average Flop/s for WarpX execution.

Since Nvidia SASS instructions have no direct support
for floating point divisions, such operations - which occur
regularly in WarpX’s numerical algorithms - are emulated on
Nvidia GPUs. Besides others, we see this as an increased num-
ber of IMAD (integer multiply-add) operations. The full count
details of all SASS operations are part of the data artifact [40].

We measured Flop/s from weak-scaling runs, scaled to
two nodes. WarpX uses 1 MPI rank to control one GPU.
Since all ranks have the same work in our uniform plasma
tests, the last MPI rank was picked for Flop counting over 1
(Perlmutter) to 3 (Summit) steps. To arrive at Flop/s per GPU
for the application, the measured counts were divided by the
uninstrumented runtime.

Flops on OLCF Frontier GPUs were measured using the
AMD ROCm Profiler. As for Nvidia GPUs, the ADD, MUL,
and FMA instructions are counted for both double and single
precision operations. We performed two single GPU runs with
one running one more step than the other. The difference in
the flop counts gives the total number of operations in one
step. The Flop/s is calculated by combining it with the wall
time for that step in an uninstrumented run.

For ARM A64FX CPUs on Fugaku, we measured the
floating point operation count on a single node via the
fipp/fapp (Fujitsu Instant/Advanced Performance Profiler)
tools. fipp provides undifferentiated "Floating-point opera-
tion" counters for both SP and DP. However, it provides in-
sights into the fraction of the SIMD vectorized operations and
of the SVE operations, showing that in the version of our code
specifically optimized for A64FX the SIMD instantaneous rate
increases from ∼ 2.3% to ∼ 24%, and the SVE operation rate
increases from ∼ 3.6% to ∼ 70%. The fapp tools provides
more detailed insights, including separate counters for SP and
DP floating point operations.

The achieved Flop/s at system-scale are based on the
measured few-node Flop counts and scaled with the measured
weak-scaling efficiency.

C. Figure-of-Merit

In the U.S. Department of Energy Exascale Computing
Project (ECP), participating applications track performance
improvement over time as they port to GPU-based Exas-
cale systems. Each application’s Figure of Merit (FOM) is
different, based on their respective domain science goals.
As WarpX’s target is runtime improvement for system-scale
simulations, the FOM was designed to measure the time-to-
solution of a selected laser-plasma modeling problem, scalable
on the size of the problem and the percentage of the system
on which it was run. WarpX’s chosen FOM is given by
Equation (1):

FOM =
αNc + βNp

avg. time per step · percent of system used
(1)

with α = 0.1, β = 0.9, Nc the number of cells, Np the
number of particles in the simulation. α and β were chosen



Table II: Machines used in this study, central computing hardware,
vendor-specified maximum TFlop/s per device [42]–[45], and published
2021/11 HPCG benchmark results on the full machine [46], [47].

Machine Compute TFlop/s TByte/s HPCG
Hardware per device per device PFlop/s

Frontier MI250X DP: 47.9 3.3 not yet available
SP: 95.7

Fugaku A64FX DP: 3.38 1.0 16.0
SP: 6.76 (158 976 nodes)

Summit V100 SXM2 DP: 7.5 0.9 2.93
(16GB) SP: 15 (4 608 nodes)

Perlmutter A100 SXM2 DP: 9.7 1.6 1.91
(40GB) SP: 19.5 (1 424 nodes)

based on the initial measured ratio of mesh-to-particle work
at the beginning of the study and have been maintained for
consistency. When collecting data for our FOM, we measure
as close to full-system size as possible and then extrapolate to
the full machine.

VII. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Benchmarks were performed on some of the fastest super-
computers today with respect to the TOP500 HPL & HPCG
benchmarks [41]: TOP1/TBA Frontier (OLCF), TOP2/1 Fu-
gaku (RIKEN), TOP4/2 Summit (OLCF), and TOP7/4 Perl-
mutter (NERSC). Frontier is the first reported machine above
1 ExaFlop/s in HPL. Experiments were run in two phases:
between March-April and during July, 2022. Perlmutter and
Frontier tests were run while the systems were in early, pre-
production/pre-acceptance state. Reported Perlmutter tests are
on a Slingshot 10 network; first tests on Perlmutter with
Slingshot 11 showed performance improvements of about to
5 % up to 128 nodes in time-to-solution. A brief summary of
computing architectures of these machines is given in Table II.

A. Weak- and Strong-Scaling

Scalability tests were performed using uniform plasma
simulations. As of July 2022, the following system sizes were
available: Frontier: 9 316 nodes (out of 9 472 total nodes),
Fugaku: 152 064 nodes (out of 158 976 total nodes), Summit:
4 608 nodes, Perlmutter: 1 100 (out of 1 500) nodes. Collected
results are presented in Figure 5.

Weak-scaling tests were performed on the following range
of nodes: Frontier: 1 to 8 576 nodes; Fugaku: 1 - 152 064
nodes; Summit: 2 - 4 263 nodes; Perlmutter: 2 - 1 088 nodes.

Weak-scaling results are on the left of Figure 5. Ideal
scaling is marked as a horizontal, dotted grey line at 100 %.
The scaling efficiency is lowered by any relative increase in
runtime compared to the smallest run of each measurement.
Note that the node numbers in weak scaling are shown over
4 orders of magnitude. For Frontier and Fugaku, the results
stay very close to the ideal scaling. Efficiency barely decreases
over 4 orders of magnitude and ultimately, at full-system size,
reaches 80 and 84 % efficiency, respectively.

For Summit, weak scaling efficiency only degrades slightly
at scale, besides a 15 % loss in efficiency from 2-8 nodes (12,
24, and 48 GPUs). Profiling details revealed that this can be
attributed to halo exchange operations that include more buffer
preparations on GPU than CPU, as average communication
pairs for next-neighbor synchronizations in 3D decrease for

runs smaller than 3 × 3 × 3 = 27 ranks. The efficiency at
4 263 nodes is 74 %. Perlmutter efficiency, with Slingshot 10
network, drops gradually, by 11 % for 30 nodes and finally to
62 % at 1088 nodes.

Connecting these results to the need in laser-plasma interac-
tion modeling underlines why efficient weak-scaling is essen-
tial: many scenarios in laser-plasma modeling are resolution-
limited and require large machines to hold and advance the
simulation state - and the results presented herein show that
such immense scaling of many orders of magnitude is possible
with WarpX.

Fig. 5: Weak and strong scaling of WarpX. Perfect scaling is the grey
dotted line at 100 % in both graphs.

Strong-scaling tests were performed on Frontier: 512 to
8 192 nodes, Fugaku: 6 144 to 152 064 nodes, Summit: 512
to 4 096 nodes and Perlmutter: 15 to 480 nodes. As WarpX
performs domain decomposition on patches (AMReX blocks),
there is a limit on how fine-grained one can distribute the
computational domain before running out of blocks to work on
per rank. Typically, one assigns 1-4 blocks per 10 GB device
memory [30] to achieve high occupancy per device, while
providing granularity for dynamic load balancing. For a given
science case, one would usually fill GPUs memory as much
as possible, since 3D laser-plasma modeling is, as mentioned
earlier, limited by resolution. The strong-scaling on the right
of Figure 5 shows comparable gradients for the measured
machines as the same simulation setup is distributed over
more compute nodes. Offsets on the horizontal axis are due
to varying starting points for the different machine sizes and
available nodes at the time of measuring. This demonstrates
that reasonable WarpX strong-scaling can be achieved over
a variety of architectures to improve time-to-solution, loosing
only about 30 % efficiency over an order of magnitude scaling.

B. Sustained Flop/s

Electromagnetic Particle-In-Cell simulations are typically
dominated by the deposition of current density from particles
to the grid (a scatter operation) and the gathering of the
electromagnetic fields from the grid onto the particles (a gather
operation). Both operations involve many access to memory
with relatively little computation, and PIC codes are in effect
typically memory-bound. This leads to relatively low utiliza-
tion of Flop/s compared to peak values. A landmark of what
is considered a very high Flop/s for electromagnetic PIC code
was achieved with VPIC on Roadrunner (2008) [48], where a



Table III: Flop/s measured on different architectures. † refers to the
version of the code specifically optimized for A64FX CPUs. Achieved
Flop/s is the largest weak-scaling run.

Machine Mode TFlop/s Achieved PFlop/s
per device (% HPCG)

Frontier DP DP: 1.58 (3.3 %) 43.45
MP SP: 1.43 (1.5 %) (HPCG not

DP: 0.56 (1.2 %) yet available)
Fugaku DP DP : 0.037 (1.1 %) 5.31 (34.7 %)

MP SP : 0.036 (0.53 %)
DP: 0.003 (0.01 %)

MP† SP : 0.12 (1.78 %) 17.3
DP: 0.0 (0.0 %)

Summit DP DP: 0.62 (8.3 %) 11.785 (435 %)
MP SP: 0.64 (4.3 %)

DP: 0.22 (2.9 %)
Perlmutter DP DP: 1.26 (12.9 %) 3.38 (223 %)

MP SP: 1.33 (6.8 %)
DP: 0.31 (3.2 %)

sustained 0.374 PFlop/s were obtained out of the 2.82 PFlop/s
peak of the machine, for a 13.2% peak utilization. What is
considered a very high PFlop/s for a PIC code demands finely
tuned optimizations that are usually not easily portable, if at
all. Recently, VPIC was rewritten using Kokkos, leading to
a single source version of the code (VPIC2.0) that runs on
both CPUs and GPUs [29]. While no Flop/s measurements are
available, comparisons between VPIC2.0 and VPIC1.2 show
a degradation between 25% on Fujitsu A64FX to over 5× on
Xeon 8280s [29]. Following these results and earlier research
with PIConGPU on X86 & Power8 [49], one would expect
sustained Flop/s to be in the range of 2 to 10% of the peak
for PIC codes.

In effect, the operations that are dominant in electromag-
netic PIC codes (in particular, current deposition and field
gathering) have similar memory locality and arithmetic inten-
sity as the ones that are used in the High-Performance Con-
jugate Gradient (HPCG) Benchmark suite (e.g. local stencil
operation, sparse linear algebra). In general, these operations
have much lower arithmetic intensity than the dense linear
algebra used in the standard HPL benchmark. Therefore, here
we use the HPCG benchmark (instead of the HPL benchmark)
as a proxy to provide some ballpark reference.

Results on floating point operations per second for the
individual precision modes of WarpX and A64FX patches are
presented in Table III.

Nvidia V100 & A100 GPU measurements with Nsight
Compute indicate a high but reasonable Flop/s result, given
the arithmetic intensity of a PIC code [48], [49], relative
to vendor peak numbers. 8.3-12.9 % DP peak performance
for Nvidia GPUs is exactly in the aforementioned typical
utilization range. The main difference between Summit (V100)
and Perlmutter (A100) results in terms of relative floating point
intensity to peak vendor TFlop/s per device can be explained
primarily with the increased memory bandwidth on A100. The
GPU memory bandwidth per peak Flop/s increased between
V100 and A100 by 1.37×, which favors the memory-bound
kernels in the PIC loop [30]. Looking at the full system-scale
comparison between the two Nvidia GPU systems, Summit
and Perlmutter, the main difference at scale besides system size
are the WarpX peak flop rate (favors Perlmutter) and weak-

scaling results (currently favoring Summit).
On Fugaku A64FX CPUs, the fipp tool showed an in-

crease in SIMD vectorized operations when the version of the
code specifically optimized for this architecture was used.

On Frontier, the ROCm Profiler was used for measuring
Flop/s. The names of the counters and metrics used were
still under a Non-Disclosure Agreement as of the writing
of this paper. Comparing memory bandwidth ratio to Nvidia
GPUs indicates that further optimizations to WarpX might be
possible for AMD HIP kernels, i.e., to approach the ratio of
2x between MI250X and A100.

C. Figure-of-Merit

As part of the DOE Exascale Computing Project, the FOM
was measured over time for WarpX, first on the Knights
Landing based Cori supercomputer, then on the NVidia V100
based supercomputer Summit, and ultimately on Frontier in
July 2022. A significant refactoring of the code was made in
2019, as the code was converted from CPU-optimized mix of
C++ with Fortran to a C++-only single source code optimized
for both CPUs and GPUs. Fortran was initially used for the
central Particle-In-Cell operations (i.e. Maxwell solver stencil
operations and particle updates) which have since all been
converted to C++17 and GPU native languages via AMReX
performance primitives.

As the writing of the new version of WarpX progressed,
several features were introduced to improve performance on
GPUs, e.g., reducing the amount of data stored per particle,
fusing of communication kernel launches into a single kernel,
restructuring of AMReX parallel communication routines to
take advantage of GPU-aware MPI implementations and pe-
riodic sorting of particles for better cache performance [30].
These improvements are reflected in the steady improvement
of the FOM of WarpX on Summit from 6/19 until now, as can
be seen on Table IV.

As expected, the measured FOM is led by Frontier, followed
by Fugaku, Summit and Perlmutter, demonstrating that WarpX
is able to utilize both GPU-based and ARM-based CPU
supercomputers at scale.

D. Mesh Refinement

Mesh refinement can lead to a substantial reduction of the
time-to-solution in several physical scenarios where a high
spatial resolution is required either in a small region of space
or for a limited amount of time. Figure 6 shows a comparison
between different numerical simulations of the same physical
scenario, with and without mesh refinement. The simulated
physical scenario requires a high spatial resolution for a
limited time in a relatively large portion of the simulation
domain. Initially, the computational cost of the case with mesh
refinement is similar to that of a simulation without mesh
refinement but with twice the coarse resolution and having
the same total number of macro-particles. However, as soon as
the high-resolution patch is removed, the simulation becomes
substantially faster. The case with mesh refinement has a clear
advantage with respect to a simulation performed with twice



Table IV: Progress in the FOM measurement over time. Date: the date
when the measurement was taken. Machine: which computer was used
to make the measurement. Nc/Node: the problem size in number of cells
per node. Nodes: how many nodes the measurement was performed on;
there are 9 668 KNL nodes on Cori, 4 608 nodes on Summit, 158 976 nodes
on Fugaku, 1 526 nodes on Perlmutter (June 2022: up to 1100 available),
and 9 472 nodes on Frontier (July 2022: up to 9 316 available). FOM: the
figure of merit, extrapolated from the number of nodes the measurement
was taken on to the full machine. All numbers are in DP mode, unless
marked as † for MP.

Date Machine Nc/Node Nodes FOM
3/19 Cori 0.4e7 6 625 1.0e11
6/19 Summit 2.8e7 1 000 7.8e11
9/19 Summit 2.3e7 2 560 6.8e11
1/20 Summit 2.3e7 2 560 1.0e12
2/20 Summit 2.5e7 4 263 1.2e12
6/20 Summit 2.0e7 4 263 1.4e12
7/20 Summit 2.0e8 4 263 2.5e12
3/21 Summit 2.0e8 4 263 2.9e12
6/21 Summit 2.0e8 4 263 2.7e12
7/21 Perlmutter 2.7e8 960 1.1e12
12/21 Summit 2.0e8 4 263 3.3e12
4/22 Perlmutter 4.0e8 928 1.0e12
4/22 Perlmutter† 4.0e8 928 1.4e12
4/22 Summit 2.0e8 4 263 3.4e12
4/22 Fugaku† 3.1e6 98 304 8.1e12
6/22 Perlmutter 4.4e8 1 088 1.0e12
7/22 Fugaku 3.1e6 98 304 2.2e12
7/22 Fugaku† 3.1e6 152 064 9.3e12
7/22 Frontier 8.1e8 8 576 1.1e13

the coarse resolution, being essentially between 1.5 and 4
times faster after the removal of the high-resolution patch,
depending on the assumptions on particles-per-cell in the
simulations without mesh refinement. The figure also shows
that mesh refinement can be used in combination with other
advanced features of WarpX, such as the moving window.
The mesh refinement science-case run was tested on Frontier,
Fugaku, and Summit. In particular, we successfully performed
a 3D simulation with mesh refinement on 8 192 Frontier nodes
(i.e., almost the full machine).

Fig. 6: Comparison of the time-to-solution for three 2D simulation cases:
a) “with MR”, a reduced two-dimensional version of the case simulated
on 4K Summit nodes (see Fig. 7). b) “no MR, 2× res., ppc/4” the same
physical scenario simulated without mesh refinement but with twice the
spatial resolution and with a reduced number of particles-per-cell in order
to match the total number of macro-particles of case a). c) “no MR, 2×
res.” same as b) but with as many particles-per-cell as a). Simulations
in this figure were performed on 50 Fugaku nodes. The star marks the
point where the fine patch is removed, while the dashed line marks the
starting time of the moving window.

VIII. IMPLICATIONS

A. Physics Impact

The highly-scalable MR-PIC code enabled the 3D modeling
of electron injection and acceleration with the hybrid solid-gas
target introduced in Fig. 1 (b). Fig. 7 displays results from a
3D simulation performed with WarpX at full scale on Summit
supercomputer (4K nodes, with MR enabled), compared to
a 2D simulation with MR on Summit and a 3D simulation
without MR on Fugaku. Simulation parameters are detailed in
the caption of Fig. 7. The target density was varied slightly
between the Summit and Fugaku simulations, to explore the
sensitivity of the electron beam extraction to this parameter.
In those simulations, a moving window follows the laser pulse
during its propagation. In the simulations with MR, the MR
patch follows the moving window while still covering the high-
density target, which needs higher resolution. As soon as the
high-density target is completely out of the simulation domain,
the refinement patch is removed from the simulation.

Fig. 7: In-silico 3D modeling with WarpX of laser interaction with a
hybrid target. In those simulations, the gas density is 2.34× 1018cm−3

and the solid density is 50 nc for simulations on Summit and 55 nc for
the simulations on Fugaku, where nc is the critical density associated
to the laser wavelength λ = 0.8 µm. The laser is a PW-class laser
with a waist of 19.5 µm and a duration of 30.8 fs. The laser impinges at
oblique incidence (θ =45°) on the solid target. Two simulations have been
performed in those conditions: (i) a first simulation with MR performed
at full-scale on Summit (4K nodes). This simulation involved two MR
levels: a first level with 3840×1920×3840 grid nodes and a second level
with 7680× 2151× 5120 grid nodes. 3× 2× 3 macroparticles per cell
were used for solid electrons whereas for the gas electrons two species
were used, the first one for the initial part of the simulation (interaction
with the solid) with : 2 × 2 × 2 macroparticles per cell and the second
one for the long-distance propagation part with 1×1×2 macroparticles
per cell. (ii) a second simulation performed without MR on 60% of
Fugaku (93k nodes). This simulation involved 4608× 2304× 4608 grid
nodes and 2×2×2 macroparticles per cell were used for solid electrons
and 1 × 1 × 1 for both species of gas electrons. (a) Beam charge in
the simulation window. At times > 1 ps where the solid target leaves the
simulation window, this charge roughly corresponds to the injected charge
in the LWFA. (b) Electron beam spectrum (computed from electrons in
the simulation window). (c) Snapshot of plasma electron density (gray)
and laser amplitude (color scale) in the x-z plane - with MR. (d) Same
as (c) but without MR.



MR simulations show that a substantial amount of charge
(≈ nC) can be injected from the solid part of the target and
accelerated by the LWFA generated in the gaseous part (see
blue curve in Fig. 7 (a)). Electron injection is highly localized
(see Fig. 7 (c)) leading to peaked electron spectra with an
energy spread below 10% above 100 MeV (cf. Fig. 7 (b)).
This cutting-edge 3D simulation establishes the hybrid solid-
gas target as a promising scheme to provide e- beam with high
charge and excellent beam quality.

The validity of the MR-PIC simulation was established
through a comparison with a second simulation performed
on 60% of Fugaku (93K nodes) without MR and at an
intermediate resolution between the highest and lowest used
in the MR simulation. This has been illustrated in Fig. 7 (a)
and (b) showing that the amount of injected charge and the
associated electron beam spectra agree well with or without
MR. Fig. 7 (c-d), displaying snapshots of the laser amplitude
(color) and plasma density (grayscale) after reflection on the
solid target, also shows a good agreement between the two
cases. The slight differences between the two snapshots might
indicate variations from the target density, but it is also likely
that simulations are not yet fully converged at this resolution,
pointing to the need for exascale computing power to reach a
high degree of convergence on the modeling of this problem.

Comparing to 2D and 3D simulations, Fig. 7 (a) confirms
in 2D the amount of injected charge (green curve) at the
beginning of the interaction but gives wrong results at later
times (the diffraction of the laser beam being different in 2D
and 3D). This highlights the importance of full 3D simulations
in the design and optimization of laser-based accelerators.

As demonstrated by this first full-scale MR simulation, the
hybrid solid-gas scheme has the potential to remove a major
limitation of laser-based accelerators and enable their use in
applications requiring a high-charge and a high-beam quality
such as the building of compact high-energy particle colliders
based on LWFA stages, the building of miniature X-FEL for
ultra-fast science or ultra-high dose rate RT.

B. Exascale Impact

As shown by the results presented in this paper, reaching
convergence for design and tolerance studies of laser-
based beam injection and acceleration systems is requiring
Exascale-class computing capabilities that will offer much
larger computational power than what is available today. The
latest and ongoing developments in WarpX are putting the
code in an ideal and strong position to use the full range of
upcoming Exascale supercomputers efficiently, whether they
will be GPU/accelerator or CPU based. ARM tuning as a
special-platform tuning experiment identified opportunities
for generalization of AMReX parallelism primitives and data
structures. The use of mesh refinement that is being pioneered
in WarpX is already allowing the combined modeling of
the injection and acceleration stages with unprecedented
efficiency. Additional developments that will allow the use
of adaptive collections of refinement patches that conform
more closely to the high-density target and on a higher

number of refinement levels, and couple to adaptive particle
splitting and merging, will provide even higher opportunities
for increased efficiency for adjusting local grid and particle
statistic resolution. These will also offer an increased level
of granularity that will be key to enabling efficient dynamic
load balancing, which will be essential at Exascale.

To our knowledge, the use of mesh refinement in large-scale
electromagnetic PIC simulations is a first and represents a
paradigm shift. The successful modeling with savings between
1.5× and 4× with mesh refinement that is reported in this
paper is a landmark stepping stone toward a new era in the
modeling of laser-plasma interactions.

The WarpX code and simulations reported in this paper are
setting the stage for the integrated modeling of the injection
stage followed by chains of meter-long plasma accelerator
stages for acceleration to high energy, up to the modeling of
chains of hundreds to thousands of stages for the design of
future plasma-based high-energy physics colliders. WarpX will
be ideal for these simulations on Exascale supercomputers,
thanks to unique features such as the modeling in Lorentz
boosted frame, which gives several orders of magnitude
speedups over standard laboratory-frame modeling [50], and
unique algorithms for control of the numerical Cherenkov
instability using properties of the Pseudo-Spectral Analytical
Time-Domain Maxwell solver [51], [52] (the last two capabil-
ities in Table I).
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